
Ilyas Nagdee (Lead) NUS National Conference 

 

As a first time delegate, I found the information we received beforehand very useful 
and all the support was fab – thanks for that! The conference itself ran relatively 
smoothly – there were lots of confusing bits but I’m not sure what can be done 
about that besides a change in process cia NUS. I offered support to delegates 
beforehand, helping them write motions and get them submitted via Manchester as 
well as arranged the travel tickets and badges for all of our delegates. 

 

The conference started with opening remarks from Sally Hunt (UCU), Ahmad (Syrian 

Refugee and student), and Malia Bouattia (National President), a which is incredibly 

inspiring. To hear about Ahmad’d journey followed by Malia’s telling of how the NUS has 

changed from when Labour students factions controlled it was incredibly moving, I had 

heard of the stories from when they decided to vote down supporting a student who 

had been attacked by the police or they voted down doing anything when EMA was 

scrapped so I was really impressed to hear that NUS has moved past that. Similarly, it 

was good to hear Sally Hunt speaking about the work NUS and UCU have done 

togetheand that our education unions had started to rebuild bridges where previously 

we were isolated. At the beginning of the policy sessions, we began with priority zone 

where we discussed liberating education which was really interesting as well as an 

emergency motion on the general election. We then had the Presidents accountability, 

which ran smoothly followed by the Education Zone debates which were incredibly 

interesting discussions. I voted in line with my values on the motions. Moving forward 
we had Union Development which we zoomed through although I found the VP UD’s 

answers on how they supported campuses facing issues with the charity commission 

investigating Palestine Activism quite problematic. 

 

We then moved into Welfare where there was a proposed censure of the VP Welfare 
which fell and conference closed at 9pm. It was long. Firstly – massive thanks to DPC for 
meaning lunch is lunch (YAY) and not fringes. Day 2 was elections and Welfare Zone with 
us re-affirming our commitment to Preventing Prevent and electing our  
President and VP’s. For President, I was mandated to vote for Tom Harwood – I voted 
RON. For VP HE, I was mandated to vote for Ana Oppenheim - I voted RON. For VP Soc 
Cit, I was mandated to vote for Danny Nasr, I voted for Danny. For VP UD, I was 
mandated to vote for Matt Grange, although I was ready to vote for him – I decided 
after his election speech which contained unneccesary attacks on another candidate to 
vote RON. For VP Welfare, I was mandated to vote for Izzy Lenga, I voted RON. 

 

On the second day, we voted on lots of motions to be able to support students, 
which was gr9! We also adopted the Nations policy and moved onto VP Soc Cit 
accountability and report. There was a motion to censure him, which I was not in the 
room for but happily would have voted for. Having been on Soc Cit Committee this 
year – I received little to no support or communication – had one committee meeting 
and was given all of half a day to respond to policy proposals. 

 

We started the AGM on Wednesday which was just really confusing – delegates were 
screaming about things which later were presented as factually incorrect. There was 
also lots on insidious hostility at the conference towards Muslim Delegates, I 
personally had to speak to 3 or 4 who just wanted to leave, because of comments 
that had been thrown at them over the previous few days. The VP UD kept calling us 
“far left”, Muslim delegates weren’t lobbied for votes by the “right-wing”(used very 
loosely and perceived as right wing within NUS) and were treated as a homogenous 
block. 



NUS had undergone an institutional racism review earlier that year which showed 
a massive institutional failing to PoC Students, Staff and Volunteers. It was very 
apparent at this conference. 

 

On Day 3, we had the rest of AGM which was again very confusing and we passed 
a democracy review without even discussing amendments. We then had Block of 
15 elections (I stood) and others – I voted based on those with fab speeches and 
solid records as opposed to rhetoric. We had students director and DPC Elections 
too – BEST OF LUCK HOLLY! Which will be released on Tuesday 
 

All in all – 7/10 would recommend again 



Ally Routledge NUS REPORT 

 

I was proud to stand on a slate of 6 members with policies tackling rouge landlords, 
the TEF and kicking anti-Semitism out of NUS. Therefore, these ideas informed a lot 
of my voting decisions on policies at Conference. I was pleased to return to Brighton 
for my second conference as a delegate from my Union and my third in total. I was 
also happy that the Union paid for our travel on trains rather than a long coach 
journey like last year. However, I was disappointed that spare train tickets were given 
to campaigners for particular candidates. This year, we had a reduced food budget 
because of the expenses of conference so it was regrettable that the SU felt it was 
legitimate to give a spare train ticket to a campaigner to promote certain candidates, 
some not endorsed in the primary. This option was certainly not made available for 
individuals with other political backgrounds. 

 

Regarding the Full-Time Officer election, I followed the mandate except for the 
Presidential election where I voted RON #1. This was because I did not endorse this 
candidate and would have not felt comfortable with them leading the national 
movement. I was really happy to see a single parent elected as our National 
President and a Jewish Woman elected as our VP Welfare in times of growing anti-
Semitism on campus. These were two candidates that I actively campaigned for at 
NUS Conference. 

 

In terms of motions, the most interesting ones were the ones surrounding the Tampon 
Tax, Combatting Anti-Semitism on Campus and the right to protest peacefully. I voted in 
favour of all of these motions. However it is regrettable that the last motion, the Right to 
Protest Peacefully fell, with conference legitimising violent and intimidating behaviour at 

protests. I voted in line with all Union policy as far as I am aware. I was also proud to see 
that Teddy Tantan’s motion to make the NUS Extra Card to provide more diverse range of 
restaurants in its offers. The speeches for this provided some light-hearted debate in 
what was otherwise a very serious conference. 

 

There were a couple of disappointments of conference. Before we went, Manchester 
delegates and staff from the SU spent an evening going through motions and 
finalising ones we were going to submit as a Union. As we had submitted these 
motions, we had property of the proposing speeches. It was incredibly disappointing 
that our lead delegate had waived these speeches, without any consultation of the 
rest of the delegation. Our speech on Hate Crime was waived to a candidate in an 
election, despite many of our delegates willing to speak on this. I did ask our lead 
delegate about this, and they said that the candidate had shown interest in the 
motion and so the speech was waived. I felt that it was unfair for there to be no 
consultation of the rest of the delegates, and the role of the Lead Delegate is to 
encourage members of their union to participate fully in conference. This happened 
a couple of times, meaning that only two Manchester delegates was able to speak in 
the course of the three days. I feel that the role of the Lead Delegate needs to be 
reaffirmed as one to support delegates at conference, and not one to use their 
powers to take away the voices of the people elected to represent our Union. 

 

I was also disappointed to see that there were delegates from Manchester 
campaigning for candidates who have been found to use anti-Semitic language. I 
know that the justification for this was a lack of political education; however I do 
not believe that a nuanced political education is needed to stop you making remarks 
referring to all Jewish people being ‘tight-fisted’. The ease of excusing this has been 



surprising and disappointing from Manchester delegates. 

 

One thing that I noticed in comparison to other NUS Conferences was how masculine 
the debate was. There were consistently men getting up to speak in motions and two 
elections (Union Development and Society and Citizenship) which were disappointing 
and I would have loved to have seen more women getting up to speak. The Chairs of 
the debates also consistently picked members of the National Executive Committee 
to speak, making it very difficult for first time or new delegates to speak. 
 
This was my last NUS Conference and it has been a pleasure to represent the students at 
the University of Manchester for the past two years at a total of 3 conferences. I am 
happy that Conference elected a progressive leadership to tackle the wide range of 
issues facing millions of student’s every day. The fact that the incoming National 
 

President mentioned students working for Uber and Deliveroo and the new 
challenges of the Gig Economy was really refreshing to see and I’m really excited to 
see what the NUS will achieve over the next year. Thank you to all the students at 
the University of Manchester for voting for me to represent them, I have really 
appreciated their trust in me and I hope I have represented them well. 



NUS Conference – Frankie Simons 
 

I was delighted to win a delegate place to NUS National Conference. I won on a 

manifesto involving combatting anti-Semitism, opposing dodgy landlords, fighting 

against the Teaching Excellence Framework and campaigning for the abolishment of 

prescription fees. I arrived at NUS Conference very keen to see some action taken on 

these very important issues. Combatting anti-Semitism in particular is very important 

to me as a Jewish student and I was delighted to see other universities submit 

motions on the topic. 
 

On the first day of conference I attended first-time delegate training which was very 

informative and it allowed me to meet some other delegates from across the country 

who were in the same position as me. I cannot remember all of the motions discussed, 

but one that I distinctly remember was motion 412 which dealt with anti-Semitism. 

Conference overwhelmingly voted for the motion which mandated the NUS to combat 

anti-Semitism based on the Macpherson principle. I was very upset to see an 

amendment to remove this very important principle as it allows Jewish students to 

define their own oppression. The motion was very relevant to today’s society and I’d 

be very happy to work with Manchester SU on how to help Jewish students here on our 

campus. I also want to note conference passing motion 303 titled Free Periods which 

reiterated our need to be better at tackling the cost of sanitary towels and other such 

items. I was disappointed that we did not debate motion 306 regarding making 

University Sports Inclusive for Trans and Intersex Students as I think it is an important 

topic to pass policy on. I was very happy to see our motion on hate crime pass very 

easily on conference floor as it personally affects many of our Manchester delegates 

and is a very real problem in society today. It was also great to see Teddy to go up and 

give a really good speech for his motion about the NUS Extra Card. With regards to my 

manifesto promises, I voted for motion 411 which deals with bad landlords and I voted 

for motion 202 which mandates the NUS to continue fighting the TEF. I was 

disappointed to not pass policy on abolishing prescription fees but both candidates for 

VP Welfare included work on this in their manifestos. 
 

With regards to the FTO elections, I followed the Union’s mandate on all elections. 

Despite not voting for them, I was happy to see Shakira Martin and Robbie Young win 

their elections due to their commitment to fighting anti-Semitism. I was particularly 

happy to vote for Izzy Lenga as she is the first Jewish woman to run for an FTO 

position since 2012. Shakira’s election also saw a second black women be elected in a 

row which shows that students are leading the way with empowering 

underrepresented groups in politics. 
 

Overall, I really enjoyed my time in Brighton representing the SU. I’m incredibly 
thankful to everyone who voted for me and I want to thank the SU for facilitating 
the elections in a very helpful manner back in November. It was also lovely to see 
our wonderful Gen Sec Naa around as a friendly face on conference floor. 



NUS National Conference Report 2017 – Holly Stewart 
 

My second and final NUS conference was eventful. I was shocked to get elected 
last year as I know a total of 8 students at this university – but I’m pleased I did. 

 

This conference was unfortunately a return to more centrist candidates and motions. 

We saw the VP-HE elect argue for embracing aspects of consumerism in education and 

saw our new national president argue against demilitarising education. A huge 

democracy review was rushed through without being debated and all motions not 

discussed in the Education zone were scrapped as apparently the democratically 

elected by conference NEC apparently cannot be trusted to make decisions. 

 

Sally Hunt from UCU, Prentis Hemphill from Black Lives Matter US, Syrian refugee and 
filmmaker Ahmad Al-Rashid were joined by Danielle Jade who is a campaigner for the 
 

Bursary or Bust campaign as the keynote speakers for this year’s conference. 
They were all so inspiring and it was a real privilege to hear them talk. 
 

Candidates I voted for. 
 

National President – Spoiled ballot 
 

Vice President Higher Education – Ana Oppenheim 
 

Vice President Welfare – Spoiled ballot 
 

Vice President Union Development – Ali Milani 
 

Vice President Society & Citizenship – Danny Nasr 
 

I was elected as NUS delegate in 2016 promising to vote for motions and candidates 

that will fight tory cuts and prioritise liberation. Of course, being mandated to vote for 

Tom Harwood – who is not going to resist cuts by the conservative government – I 

spoiled my ballot. I was on Malia Boutattia’s campaign team in Brighton and I’m 

proud of the work she has done over the last year on Prevent, hate-crime and 

liberating education. 

 

I was mandated to vote for Ana Oppenheim and whilst Niall Hamilton was my 
first choice – I voted for her and put Niall as my second choice. 

 

Jenny Killin, in my opinion was the far stronger candidate for Vice President Welfare. 
I spoiled my ballot for that election. 

 

I did not obey the mandate for Union Development and voted for Ali Milani over Matt 

Grange. I was elected as delegate with the purpose of being a student who originally 

attended conference in 2015 for a small and specialist union. I could not vote for a 

candidate whose speech tokenised small & spec unions (I will add: small and specialist 

is not a liberation group) and started talking about “good unis” like Russell groups 

having good Sus and “bad unis” having “bad student unions”. It seemed like he didn’t 

really know what he was talking about and it was offensive to the work so many of our 

smaller unions do. 
 

I wanted Danny Nasr to win Society and Citizenship and was pleased to vote for him. 



As I was running for DPC at national conference – I feel as though it wouldn’t have 

been very democratic of me to completely disobey my mandate. However, I am critical 

of the mandate in general – what was the point in electing me to national conference if 

I can’t even vote for the candidates I am campaigning for. 
 

Conference, I am appalled (general bullet points on how I voted). 
 

I was disappointed to see that the motion 303: Free Periods was erasure of the work 
women of colour had already done in the women’s campaign. 

 

I am not a historian of trade unions but I am shocked that I saw so many delegates 

speak to de-politicise NUS. When students are being deported, their houses infested 

with cockroaches, when I graduate with around £60k worth of debt – the NUS needs 

to be political and act upon this. 

 

I ran for DPC at this year’s conference. The results are not yet out although I am 

confident I have not been selected (there were some absolute fire speeches) I am 

pleased I went for it. I can’t remember delivering my speech at all - but I’m pretty sure I 

didn’t cry on stage! 

 

I abstained on the motion 426a on defining anti-Semitism. There were Jewish students 

arguing for and against the motion and as I am not Jewish and I do not feel as though I 

can have a say on what is and isn’t anti-Semitism. 

 

I was disappointed not to see any of the candidates I wanted to win win (other than 

Ali Milani) – but I wish the best to Shakira Martin, Amatey Doku, Robbie Young and 

Izzy Lenga for the next year. 
 

I cried at Malia’s closing speech. 



NUS Report – Marley Bennett 
 

 

I was elected on a positive campaigning which had a visible presence on Campus, 

running alongside 5 friends as ‘Super Mario’ characters. During the campaign, we 

spoke to many students we’d never met before and a main issue we identified was 

people didn’t find the NUS relevant to them. I was delighted that we managed to get 

4/6 of our candidates elected, a strong success rate in such a competitive election. 

Trying to ensure that more students know what the NUS does and make them feel like 

that work is useful was my main priority going into conference. 
 

This was my first and last NUS Conference as a delegate. Regarding elections of the 

Full-Time Officers (FTOs) I followed the mandate from the Union primaries for all 

elections. I was however delighted to see that Shakira Martin, Robbie Young and Izzy 

Lenga all were elected to their respective positions and was disappointed I was unable 

to give them all my first preference despite delegate elections having significantly 

more voters than the primary elections. These were candidates I personally believed 

would be able to achieve significant progress ensuring that the NUS would win tangible 

achievements which would benefit the wider student body. It is also good to 

acknowledge that consecutive NUS Presidents will both be black women, a 

demographic woefully underrepresented in mainstream politics. 
 

On the motions debate I will highlight what are to me the most important motions, as 

there are simply too many to list. I was delighted to see the NUS Conference pass 

Motion 426 ‘It's Time To Combat Anti-Semitism’, acknowledging the oppression Jewish 

people face in wider society and in the student movement and I voted for the motion. 

Amendment 426 a, which attempted to redefine Antisemitism with a definition written 

by a non-Jew and didn’t allow Jews to define their own oppression, unlike every other 

liberation position in NUS, was overwhelmingly defeated and I was relieved that this 

happened. I was also pleased that conference voted against giving powers over having 

a National Demo to the NUS’ National Executive Committee, meaning there will not be 

a demo this year. A demo should be part of a targeted campaign, and not merely an 

annual event, and NUS’ resources would be better spent mobilising campaigns or 

lobbying elsewhere. I was disappointed to see that NUS voted in favour of campaigning 

for universal living grants for all students. Although the political situation of a 

Conservative Government likely to be re-elected with a bigger majority makes such a 

campaign extremely unlikely to be successful, this is not the main reason for my 

opposition. Education funds are desperately needed to end the underfunding of state 

schools and expand other forms of further education, as well as providing early years 

provision and reopening Sure Start centres, all areas which have strong effects on 

increasing social mobility. Campaigning for an extremely expensive policy of universal 

living grants which will only have limited impact on issues of equality seems deeply 

misplaced, and in future NUS campaigns would be best placed focussing on goals 

which have stronger effects on values of equality and social mobility whilst requiring 

less resources. 
 

I was disappointed that Manchester Motion speeches were waived to candidates 

who’d previously spoken on Conference floor, and were candidates for the FTO 

officers roles. Manchester Lead Delegate Ilyas Nagdee waived these motions without 

any consultation with other delegates, despite us all participating in motion meetings 

where we helped to write said motions. This is deeply disappointing. This problem 

appears to be a bigger systematic problem of NUS, with many speeches from 



numerous SU’s were waived to candidates running in elections for various roles. It 

would be better if more first-time delegates and non-candidates were able to speak on 

conference floor. I was however delighted to see Manchester delegate Teddy Tantan’s 

speak on his motion calling for NUS Cards to provide for more diverse foods, which 

was approved by conference. 
 

The debate over democratic reform for the NUS seemed heavily rushed, with an 

overwhelming number of amendments for the motion effectively halting the chance 

for a proper debate. I was pleased that we got the chance to vote on the motion, 

although would have appreciated more speeches debating the motion as a whole 

before doing so. I voted for because I saw the work which had gone into helping the 

NUS change its democratic structures, and the particulars of democratic reform will be 

certified through an extraordinary conference. 
 

Originally, I arrived at the NUS Conference slightly sceptical of it, and was receptive to 

some of the messages by people like Tom Harwood saying it was out of touch and 

lacked credibility. Having seen the dedication and passion those in the student 

movement hold and a genuine commitment for trying to serve students interests 

amongst all factions, I was convinced of the power of a collective union. The NUS 

does need to acknowledge its failings and the reasons behind multiple SU’s voting to 

disaffiliate. Better access for FE students and better provisions for Universities which 

provide applied and sport related or technical courses should be a priority to restore 

engagement with the NUS. After coming back from Conference, I would advocate that 

the University of Manchester retained its affiliation with the NUS, although I would 

hope it would focus on achievable campaigns that would bring the biggest possible 

benefit to the student body. I believe for the NUS, things can only get better. 



 

 

University of Manchester 
 

[键入文档标题] 
 
 

 

Members of the Senate, 

 

As a first time delegate, I pledged to all students that I would be a responsible delegate, 
a delegate that works for everyone. So, I will publish this report to everyone on my 
social media account so everyone can have a look, not just senators. In my election 
campaign in November last year, I pledged to make proposals for international 
students’ safety, their right to work and NUS extra card. And I turned them into three 
motions. The NUS extra card motion was passed by a clear majority and lots of 
presidential delegates joined me on the need to modernise NUS extra card. All my 
voting records on motions and amendments have been listed below. However, I cannot 
remember my voting records for some procedural motions so I did not include them in 
my report. 

 

Motion number My vote Some Notes 

a301a  Against I joined the conference from the start of the union 
   development zone. Due to my Mock OSCE, I missed 
   all the debate of priority and education zone, so no 
   voting records for these zones. 

m310 (a301b) yes combine as an amendment to m301 

m301  yes  

m302  abstain it is a good idea but need to be more serious 
m303  yes  

m304  yes That is my motion, please have a look at the 
   appendix 1 for all motions submitted to the national 
   conference. Two of them are related to international 
   students but we did not have enough time to debate 
   on those. These were closely related to students and 
   I will put my speech on the appendix 2 as well. 

m305  yes Conference resolves 3 deleted, I voted against it. 
The  rest of  the the conference moved to the welfare zone 
motion being   

submitted to NEC.   

The second day started. I attended the conference a little bit late, sorry about that. 

a402b  yes  

a402c  yes  

a402d  yes  

m402  yes  

m403  yes I did not vote for its amendment, due to some 
   private matters. 

m404  yes  

m405  yes  

a406a  yes  

a406b  yes  



a406c abstain This  amendment  only  benefit  political  active 
  students, what about others? 

a406c yes  

m406 yes  

m407 yes  
 

I had to deal with some personal issues, I left the conference floor and missed some 
motion debates. Sorry about that.  

a412a abstain  The definition of anti-Semitism in this amendment is 
   controversial. 

m412 yes  A  clear  definition  for  anti-semitism  is  really 
   important and the conference is clearly doing the 
   right thing in response of the concern of Jewish 
   students. 

The zone ends now, the rest of motions has been submitted to NEC 

society and citizenship zone starts.  

a501a yes   

a501b yes   

m501 yes   

m502 Not voted, due to messages texting to a friend. 

m503 yes   

toilet time    

m507 abstain   

m508 abstain  Fighting climate change is really important, but why 
   only  fighting  against  Donald  Trump's  energy 
   policies? We should focus more on what we should 
   do in this country. 

No time, the zone ended, and the rest motions had been moved to NEC to discuss.  

The third day conference started. AGM started.  

I missed some amendment on the democratic review motion m601. 

m601 (AGM) Abstain I missed some amendments. 
 

This motion is really important in order to have a democratic review to the NUS. 
Although this motion passed, but the way that democratic procedure committee dealt 
with this motion made me frustrated. Someone asked DPC to try to shorten the debate 
time and so DPC or someone made 3 procedural motions, we spent around 25 minutes 
debating on these motions. At that time, we still had nearly 45 minutes before the 
conference ended. We could have discussed some more amendments made to this 
motion. I was strongly frustrated that false stories made up to DPC, personal attacks 
have been seen to DPC members on social media. But, the DPC chair should think 
about the why student delegate so frustrated on this motion rather than warning 
student delegates publicly twice. That wasted another 3 minutes. The procedural 
motion could have been submitted to the conference in a better timing and these 
motions were repetitive which showed the DPC members did not 100% familiar with 
the rules of procedure. If the procedural motion was submitted to the conference 
about 15 minutes rather than 45 minutes before finishing, the conference might work 
more smoothly. All the other motions had been abandoned. I am really frustrated that 
some really good motions including gender balancing policy and one student one vote 
for NUS presidential election.  

election voting for full time officers 

president  #1 Tom Harwood,  

  #2 Malia Bouatia  

VP Welfare  Izzy Lenga   

VP Higher #1Ana   

education  Oppenheim, #2  



  Niall Hamilton  

VP Union 1 RON I did not follow the primary results due to 
development  another candidate had a clear view on this 

   area.  His  previous  experience  made  me 
   believe he was the better candidate. 

VP  society and Danny Nasr  

citizenship    
 

Notes: “a” means amendment, “m” means motion. Amendments were made to amend 
motions. The motions that we voted were amended version if there were passed 
amendments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At the end, I would like to say thanks to all my fellow delegates and student union 
staffs who helped me since election. 

 
 
 

 

Ally 
Frankie  

Hafsa 
Holly  

Saffa 
Deej 
Lawrence  

Marley 
Ilyas  

Ahmad  

And finally cute Emmet 

 

Thanks for helping me by answering loads of my questions, teaching me a lot and 
encouraging me to engage in the student politics. Without your help, I cannot submit 
any motions into conference and I may not have a chance to speak for my motion. It 
was a really great time to work with all of you. Together we were a great delegation. 
And I also wish the new leadership board every best of luck. Finally, I also want to thank 
those students who voted for me last year. Every vote to me made me stronger and 
gave me courage to speak for you. 

 

 

---- End of Report 



Appendix 1 Motions that I submitted 
Motion 424: for international student safety  

The conference believes: 
1. Students are often victims of crime  
2. That International Students’ are often targeted for crimes such a burglary, scams 

and robbery.  
3. Students Unions have seen that International students are less likely to report 

crime. 
 

The conference further believes that: 
 
1. That Student Unions should provide tailored support for International Students who 

are disproportionately targeted  
2. That Students’ Union should provide advice and support which is accessible for 

International Students 
 

The conference resolves: 
 
1. To support Student Unions to launch campaigns raising awareness of crime 

targeting International Students.  
2. To work with relevant organization to provide tailored support and advice for 

International Students 
3. To support the NUS International Students Campaign on this matter 
 

 

Motion 304: for marketization of NUS extra Card 
The conference believes:  

1. The Chinese food is a popular cuisine in the UK 
2. That NUS Extra Card is promoted to students to purchase to be able to access  

discounts 
The conference further believes 
 

1. That NUS Extra cards do not have any discounts for Chinese restaurants thus 
reducing their appeal amongst students 

2. Discount inclusion of some multi-chain Chinese restaurant can promote the sale 
 

of NUS extra The 
conference resolves: 
 
1. That NUS Extra should work to diversify their offer to include cuisines from other 

cultures  
2. That NUS Extra should proactively approach some multi-chain Chinese restaurants 

to introduce student discounts 
 

 

Motion 214 : International Students  

Conference Believes: 
1. That education is a right to everyone, regardless of nationality.  
2. That this government is using international students as a scapegoat to meet 
racist immigration 
targets.  
3. That this government, as well as many of our institutions, treats 
international students as cash 
cows. 

 

Conference Further Believes 
 

1. That international students should be treated with respect, and all monitoring 
should be low-impact 

2. That International Students should have the right to work in the UK after 



graduation and the government should not provide unreasonable limitations for 
this 

 

Conference resolves 

 

1. That University fees for international students should be fixed at a reasonable level 
rather than increasing every year. 
2. That international students should not be charged for using the NHS.  
3. NUS should run a campaign highlighting the non-economic benefits of having 
International Students across the countries. 
4. NUS should lobby institutions to create an inclusive campus.  
5. NUS should lobby universities to implement zero-tolerance approaches 
to discrimination and harassment faced by International Students.  
6. Universities should minimise the impact of UKVI by putting in place non-invasive 
monitoring, integrated with ordinary attendance procedures to comply with 
regulations.  
7. NUS should campaign for the government to look into institutions where there 
has been evidence of incompetence.  
8. NUS should create resources for Students’ Unions so they can lobby their institutions 
to become rent-guarantors for International Students. 
9. NUS should campaign to bring back Post-Study Visas for international students. 

 

Our union also submitted other motions such as motion 403 Hate Crime. They are 
very good motion which precisely identified the problem of raising level of hate crime 
after EU referendum last year. For more information please refer to document CD10 
Motions submitted to National Conference. 
 

 

Appendix 2 my words for motion 304 NUS Extra Card 
 

I’m Jingxiu Ouyang from university of Manchester student union. Conference, 
many students know NUS through this little green care on my hand and I am one of 
them. However, I found it useless. I paid 32 pounds to get a three year card. How much 
love do I have to the NUS! But I hardly get a penny discount from the restaurants that I 
like. I know we may have different political views, we may have different racial 
background. But that doesn’t change a fact that we all love eating delicious food. Guys 
it’s time to put NUS extra card more attractive so more people know about NUS, more 
people know about our movement. Please vote for this motion. Thank you very much. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

NUS Report 
 

By Hafsa Rifai 
 
I was a first time delegate attending the NUS National Conference in Brighton this 

year. 
 
Before attending the conference, we were given several training sessions by SU 

staff. We were informed about what to expect during the conference, and even what 
to bring with us to make the conference more enjoyable (portable phone charger is a 
must!). We were also informed about different factions within the NUS, which was very 
helpful as we encountered these factions during the conference. We also did a quick 
run-through of the motions so that we knew which way to vote, in a way that was in-
line with view of the University of Manchester SU. Overall these meetings helped me to 
prepare for the conference, and were very useful. 

 
At the conference I had the pleasure of meeting different students from around 

the UK, each with their different views. It was good to talk to people with different 
ideologies, and find out things from their perspectives. The sheer diversity of students 
was one of the amazing things about the conference, and I am glad to have had the 
opportunity to attend and witness it. One of the impressive things about the 
conference was the positive attitude towards accessibility. For example, delegates 
were encouraged to wave their hands instead of clapping, so the conference floor was 
more accessible for students with anxiety. 

 
The level of debate that went into speaking for and against the motions was of 

high quality. It was good to see students speak so passionately about issues affecting 
them. One of our own delegates spoke eloquently for a motion to increase the variety 
of restaurants accepting the NUS Extra card, and I am pleased that the motion was 
passed. It was a shame that we were unable to go through all of the motions, as there 
were simply too many. However, I made sure to vote to pass forward the motions to 
the NEC, so that they would still be discussed at a later date. This was to ensure the 
hard work the students put into the motions did not go to waste. 

 
Voting in the elections was probably the most exciting part of the conference. 

However, I was unaware that we had to vote according to the results of the NUS 
Primary Ballot elections, until we received an email on the day, informing us of the 
results. I was disappointed as most of the candidates who won the primary elections 
were candidates I did not believe were competent for their respective roles. However, I 
could not vote against the mandate given to us by the University, so this is how I voted: 

 
National President – RON Vice President: Higher Education – RON Vice President: 

Society and Citizenship – Danny Nasr Vice President: Union Development – RON Vice 
President: Welfare – RON 

 
I also voted in the Block of 15 and DPC elections. Some of the delegates from 

Manchester were running for these positions, and I made sure to vote for them, as I 
felt they were competent candidates who would do a good job. 



Overall the Conference was very enjoyable. I was able to support causes I believe 
in, and vote for positive change within the NUS. I was glad to be a part of it and I would 
definitely consider running as a delegate again. 

 
 
 
 
 


